Becoming the intelligent buyer in Business Software
4 key issues
Background
The way IT has evolved in the supply of the underlying software has created a “dark art” as far as
business is concerned surrounding how solutions are built. Add to that the vendor domination through
natural maturing of markets has resulted in a dichotomy of mature market with immature product sets that
still rely on programmers to code either “Custom Off The Shelf” (COTS) or commissioning of a custom
build. In both cases a compromise is achieved that rarely meets either the initial need or flexibility for
future change.
Such domination has by definition suppressed step change innovation and this is compounded by the fact
that the industry analysts lack true independence and often both technical and business skills to assess
new approaches and ask definitively penetrating questions. The result is the customers buy what they are
told may fit requirements but lack understanding of the art of the possible of the enabling software which
results in poor decision making.

Why this is important?
The process starts with early policy making where decision makers should have a broad understanding
of capabilities that are available to aid good decisions.
As ideas move to implementation such knowledge should allow for a rapid assimilation of the
requirements, likely costs and skills to deliver.
As the procurement process is involved so specifications can be drawn up with detailed business
outcomes and capabilities, but in knowledge such capabilities exist.
Responses to requirements should both simpler and produce accurate estimates of man days required
and thus accurate budgeted cost.

The current “art of the possible” - 4 key capabilities now available
It is important to recognise such knowledge is dynamic as innovators push at the boundaries of the
possible. There are 4 key issues that really should result in “why would I request otherwise”?
1. There is now the new option to the COTS or custom code which is the ability to build any custom
business application where the code does not change and as such build becomes business led.
2. Any investment in solutions needs to be future proof where the technology supports real agility and
iterative build with rapid and easy change which encourages a program of continuous improvement,
emanating from policy changes etc.
3. Any enabling software must recognise people are the source of all information and therefore needs to
reflect their needs. Applications should be user centric and support them to help improve efficiency.
4. Transparency in the build that allows all interested parties to understand what the application is doing
and achieving. These interests include the people doing the work, business managers, regulators and
auditors. Importantly this includes ready access to the build environment to give flexibility to choice of
who to engage for future support for the application.

How to achieve this knowledge?
A learning society needs to ask good questions and this comes from having an understanding of the
possible. These 4 key points should be a core part of thinking and action to ensure good questions of
suppliers leading to sound decision making in buying business software solutions. From this comes the
encouragement of proven innovations to be recognised and more searching questions can be asked.
Once such knowledge is gained the procurement terms should reflect what is expected from both the
capabilities in the software and the outcomes from the solutions. Such expectations will be dynamic and a
method should be established to distribute this knowledge.
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